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S3 by DESMA is a vertical machine with a totally new design and brings with it an impressive technical features such as 

ServoGear, ActiveFeed, PlastControl, QuickLock and the FIFO-Advanced injection moulding unit . 

DESMA joins this year’s KOPLAS 2013 (22nd Korea International PlasticsㆍRubber Show), Korea’s leading 

trade exhibition for the plastics and rubber industry, with its latest S3 vertical injection moulding machine model. The 
state-of-the-art technology applied in the creation of this machine leads to multiple benefits for the customers, 
according to DESMA Managing Director Martin Schürmann.  
“Our latest model has responded to the needs of the industries we serve for machines that are highly efficient, energy-
saving and environment-friendly. We offer a host of value-added features in this model to ensure that these would 
yield benefits and quick return-on-investment for our customers,” Mr. Schürmann said.  
S3 by DESMA is a vertical machine with a totally new design and brings with it an impressive technical features such 
as ServoGear, ActiveFeed, PlastControl, QuickLock  and the FIFO-Advanced  injection moulding unit – which aim to 
set new standards in injection moulding. The robust design of clamping unit ensures greater stability and parallelism. 
The patented FIFO A injection unit is suited for medium to extremely big injection volumes, and provides an 
unequalled ease of operation with maximum rigidity. The FIFO technology saves cure time, reduces runner waste, 
and stops purging of rubber. About 40% in cure time saving is made possible, while the hydraulic unit can help save 
as much as 50% in power consumption.   

 
Moving forward in Asia 
DESMA has been moving forward in Asia, exploring existing and new markets for its products. “We have this 
confidence on the large Asian market and that explains our continuous expansion in this dynamic region. To date, we 
have one plant in India and one in China, in addition to our plant in Germany. These production facilities are located 
near our target markets to be able to respond quickly to customers’ demand and technical support requirements,” 
according to Mr. Schürmann.  
The company also maintains its presence in Korea as part of its strategy. Its participation at KOPLAS 2013 is a 
reflection of its confidence in the Korean market. “Customers in Korea demand highly efficient machines and this 
market is very important to us. Despite the presence of competition, we continue to view Korea as a market worth 
exploring and that is the reason we are present here at KOPLAS,” Mr. Schürmann stressed.  
 


